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Abstract—The digitisation of the typical electrical grid introduces valuable services, such as pervasive control, remote
monitoring and self-healing. However, despite the benefits, cybersecurity and privacy issues can result in devastating effects
or even fatal accidents, given the interdependence between the
energy sector and other critical infrastructures. Large-scale
cyber attacks, such as Indostroyer and DragonFly have already
demonstrated the weaknesses of the current electrical grid with
disastrous consequences. Based on the aforementioned remarks,
both academia and industry have already designed various
cybersecurity standards, such as IEC 62351. However, dynamic
risk assessment and certification remain crucial aspects, given
the sensitive nature of the electrical grid. On the one hand,
dynamic risk assessment intends to re-compute the risk value of
the affected assets and their relationships in a dynamic manner
based on the relevant security events and alarms. On the other
hand, based on the certification process, new approach for the
dynamic management of the security need to be defined in order
to provide adaptive reaction to new threats. This paper presents
a combined approach, showing how both aspects can be applied
in a collaborative manner in the smart electrical grid.
Index Terms—Certification, Cybersecurity, Energy, Honeypot,
Power Grid, Risk Assessment, Software Defined Networking

I. I NTRODUCTION
Electrical Grids and Electrical Power and Energy Systems
(EPES) in general, are undergoing a radical reformation and
evolve into new smart and complex Cyber-Physical Systems
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(CPS) with modern communication, control and signal processing technologies. This evolution leads to efficient management of diverse energy resources including renewable ones and
lower overall carbon emissions. Despite all the benefits, the
introduction of smart systems and processes is accommodated
by new security concerns in form of cyber attacks that aim
to cause large scale disruptions [1]. These cyberattacks may
induce different several impacts such as the performance
of unauthorized actions by systems devices [2] or loss of
productivity and revenue. Based on this both, academia and
industry design various cybersecurity standards such as IEC
TC57 or IEC 62351.
Neverthless, dynamic risk assessment and management of
security consist crucial aspects of modern systems. Recent
studies [3] related to risk assessment in CPS focus on the
operation of power grids only. There are also studies [4]
about the risk assessment analysis in power grid regarding
network communication attacks such as Denial of Service
(DoS) attacks.
Software Defined Networking (SDN) aims to revolutionise
how networks operate and are managed. SDN was originally
targeted towards large and complex networks, though it met
wide adoption by several other industries and sectors like smart
grid communications [5]. SDN offers enhanced monitoring
and control over the data plane. This can benefit other services
like security tools such as Security Information and Event
Management (SIEM) systems, and risk assessment tools with
rich and real-time statistics.
On the other hand, there are lines of research in dynamic
security policies mostly in the Internet of Things (IoT) architectures [6] which are trying to make different frameworks
to cover the entire life cycle of IoT devices due to their
constraints and heterogeneity nature. This line is focused on a
continuous evaluation of the device security, in this sense, exist
different proposals addressing this, such as Manufacturer Usage Description (MUD) standardized by IETF [7], its version
Threat MUD [8] and cyber threat intelligence sharing [9].
This work is focused on the development of a new approach
for the dynamic evaluation of the devices security and the
dynamic risk assessment in a collaborative manner, to give full
coverage during all life cycle of all power grid components,
combining the continuous risk re-calculation based on alert
monitoring and network topology information with the persistent evaluation of the devices security using the knowledge
of cyber intelligence, updated risk assessment and updated

manufacturer security information. Section II provides related
work in the scientific areas of Risk Assessment, Certification,
Honeypots and SDN intrusion detection in the broader domain
of Smart Grid communications. In Section III a dynamic risk
assessment framework that incorporates the aforementioned
technologies is presented. Finally, Section IV concludes our
work and list next steps of our work. In future we plan realising
the proposed approach in a real EPES environment and provide
experimental results.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Several studies investigate the security issues of the smart
electrical grid. Some of them are listed in [10]–[13]. In [10] the
authors present a comprehensive survey with respect to the role
of the Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems (IDPS) in
the energy sector. In [13], N. Komninos et al. discuss security
issues and challenges with respect to smart homes and the
power grid. In [11], A. Ghosal and M. Conti analyse study
and analyse key management systems for Advanced Metering
Infrastructures (AMIs). Similarly, in [12], the author presents
an overall architectural design that takes full advantage of the
SDN technology in order to mitigate and prevent potential
cybersecurity incidents in a timely manner. In [14], M. Asghar
et al. focus on the privacy issues related to the smart meters. In
[15], M. Hassan et al. analyse the various differential privacy
techniques, considering the unique characteristics of the CPS.
Subsequently, we give more emphasis to similar works related
to (a) risk assessment, (b) cybersecurity certification, (c)
industrial honeypots and (d) SDN-based mitigation techniques.
A. Risk Assessment in the Power Grid
R. Habash et al. in [16] developed a risk assessment
framework targeted towards Smart Grid (SG) environments.
They start by addressing the issues related to standardisation
and ICT integration to the SG paradigm focusing on communication technologies, metering solutions and new energy
generation and storage technologies that focus on distributed
approaches. Afterwards, an analysis of SG standardisation
efforts is presented. The concept of risk is introduced and
explained while also a mathematical formulation to estimate
the risk is presented. An evaluation of health issues related
to wireless technologies is also presented. Finally, the authors
present a complete risk management framework suitable for
SG. The authors conclude that integrated risk management
approaches are needed to efficiently optimize SG processes of
risk identification, management and minimize it.
In [17] the author propose a continuous risk management methodology suitable for complex SG environments
that include multiple components. The proposed solution can
quantify the risk and uses Attack Defence Trees (ADTs)
a special type of Directed Acyclic Graph. Specifically, the
system consists of five phases, namely, ADT modelling of the
system (1), risk assessment (2) and sensitivity analysis (3),
optimization (4) and continuous monitoring and adjustment of
the system (5). By performing the various operation on the
ADT the proposed system can realise the above-mentioned

functions. To demonstrate the proposed system, feasibility the
authors created the ADToolRisk and ADMind software tools
and evaluated it in a real environment of a smart building.
Authors in [18] developed a risk assessment framework for
three Synchrophasor Communication Network (SCN) topologies, namely, a. dedicated, b. shared and c. hybrid, which
relies on hardware and data reliability to evaluate the risk. A
generic hardware reliability model is presented and for each
SCN type, a simplified model is developed, while the data
integrity reliability model remains the same. Regarding the
risk assessment framework, for each type, a dedicated model
is developed. To evaluate the proposed system the authors
designed various SCN topologies using QualNet simulator,
a discrete event simulator. The results indicate that data
reliability has a higher impact on the overall risk than hardware
reliability. Depending on the end-goals of the CPS one solution
may be favored over the others.
The authors in [12] present the SDN-microSENSE architecture, a three tier architecture consisting of a. risk assessment
framework (S-RAF), b. an intrusion detection and correlation
framework (XL-EDPS) and c. a self-healing framework (SDNSELF). S-RAF is responsible for collaborative risk assessment
and honeypot deployment management. XL-EDPS undertakes
the role of reliable and fast detection of cyber attacks against
EPES/SG. It is integrated with a Security Information and
Event Management (SIEM) system and an anonymous repository of security incidents. The SDN-SELF framework is
tasked with enforcing the mitigation strategy to the data
plane and the efficient energy balancing after the mitigation
process is realised. Finally, the SDN controller responsible
for communication with the networking devices that forward
traffic in the data plane, and provide statistics to other SDNmicroSENSE components.
B. Cybersecurity Certification in the Power Grid
The industry and academy have been designing and developing frameworks to protect themselves against cyber threats
in IoT architectures [19], most of these frameworks are based
on risk assessment [3], and Intrusion Detection System (IDS)
among others [20]. There are a few works regarding the
dynamic evaluation of cyber threats that could affect a specific
IoT device and build the corresponding countermeasures.
These works focus in to define the limitations of its IoT
architecture in the deployment phase but do not take special
attention to the rest of the IoT device’s life cycle, being weak
against new potential threats that could appear and affects the
normal working of these devices or be a potential risk for
possible intrusions and cyber attacks.
In [21] the authors explain that in the power grid sector
when false meter data is injected through a cyberattack the
control center will be misled and may potentially make an
erroneous decision. The authors also explain another way that
an intruder can affect the communication network attempting
to connect a remote terminal which can allow them to wiretap
telecommunication attacking the corporate information system
and gain backdoor access to the system. Authors explain a

strategy to detect cyber intrusions such as a network-based
cyber intrusion detection system that uses multicast messages
in substation automation systems to monitor anomalies and
malicious activities.
Authors in [22] propose certain items to attack mitigation
in the power grid such as access controls, encryption, and
authentication, all of these measures are fine to identify devices
and protect the traffic through the network but don’t consider
that most device manufacturers build devices without thinking
about deployment future. For this, the authors explain an extra
item to apply regular security patches and updates to the
devices. The problem with this is the time gap between one
threat is discovered, reported, and then build the consequent
patch or update, this update or patch may be applied late and
a malicious attacker could take advantage of that threat. This
update process should be addressed continuously by all end
users that are using that device and the manufacturer device
making a continuous certification process of the devices.
C. Honeypots in the Power Grid
D. Pliatsios et al. [23] develop an interactive honeypot able
to emulate real Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) devices that
operate using the Modbus protocol. The proposed honeypot
receives as input a Modbus only traffic capture file in pcap
format, extracts RTU device measurements and stores them
internally. Moreover, the honeypot properly configures itself
using that traffic. file When an attacker interacts with the
honeypot, reply messages requesting measurement values are
crafted using the stored values. To demonstrate the effectiveness of their work, the authors utilised data from a real hydro
plant and a real RTU device.
Authors in [24] provide an extensive survey work on honeypots and their place in the Industrial Control System (ICS)
security domain. Starting with the current state in the ICS
domain the authors highlight the impact and side-effects of
ICS attacks on society. Afterwards, they explore the current
legislation, starting from a national level, and specifically the
UK, then moving to other well-known organisations like ISO
and IEC and finally mentioning other national organisations
like NIST. The importance and placement of honeypots in
the aforementioned legislation bodies are also investigated and
noted. The two final sections of the surveys work related to
existing honeypot solutions and their taxonomy, and finally, a
proposed framework called HoneyPlant. The proposed framework consists of two sections, the external network and the
organisation network. The first one includes honeypots over
the internet that monitor blacklisted domains and IP addresses
collecting valuable information while the latter includes honeypots deployed inside an organisation’s network with the
ultimate goal of timely detection of attacks.
HoneyPLC [25] is a high-level interaction flexible honeypot designed for ICS environments that emulates many
Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) devices out-of-the-box.
HoneyPLC was designed to be easily extensible, emulating the
internal memory of PLC devices easily and offering support
for many protocols used by PLC devices. To evaluate Honey-

PLC, the authors conducted several experiments using multiple
tools for profiling, scanning and interaction with HoneyPLC.
The tests were designed to test HoneyPLC’s memory and
behaviour emulation and ease of extensibility. HoneyPLC was
able to trick multiple tools and the wide range of PLC devices
already supported prove the above-mentioned statements.
It is evident that the previous works provide useful methodologies and mechanisms. However, the dynamic risk assessment and cybersecurity certification remain critical issues. In
[12], the authors provide a dynamic risk assessment process
based on Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS).
However, CVSS is characterised by some operational limitations [26]. For instance, the current risk assessment methodologies do not consider the disastrous effects of Advanced
Persistent Threats (APTs). APTS refer to coordinated cyberphysical attacks targeting a specific goal for a long period.
A characteristic example of an APT campaign against the
energy sector was Crashoverride. In particular, Crashoverride
resulted in a power outage for more than 220000 people in
Ukraine. Consequently, based on the dynamic risk assessment
outcomes, the sensitive nature of the power grid requires also
the presence of a dynamic certification mechanism that will
ensure whether industrial entities/devices can participate or not
in the lifecycle of the power grid. Finally, both honeypots
and SDN can act as security mechanisms that can mitigate or
prevent a potential risk. However, a honeypot is also a security
hole that can endanger the production network of an EPES
organisation. Based on the aforementioned remarks, in this
paper, we present a collaborative framework explaining how
risk assessment and cybersecurity certification can be applied
in the smart electrical grid. For this purpose, both honeypots
and SDN are utilised as a combined security mechanism
redirecting the malicious network traffic to cloud honeypots.
D. SDN-based Intrusion Mitigation
In [27] the auuthors highlight the security concerns around
IEC 60 870-5-104 protocol, provide a quantitative threat
model using ADTs and CVSS v3.1 and an Machine Learning
(ML) based IDPS that resides in the control plane utilizes
the SDN paradigm to efficiently mitigate malicious actions.
In particular, the proposed IDPS captures data plane traffic
and extract network flows aimed at detecting malicious actions and mitigating them using the northbound Application
Programming Interface (API) of the SDN controller. The
mitigation strategy is generated using the Thomson Sampling
Reinforcement Learning (RL) method. ML-based detection
outperforms other solutions while the RL-based mitigation
system is efficient.
P. Manso et al in [28] developed a generic SDN-based IDS
solution for efficient detection and mitigation of DDoS attacks,
especially Mirai-like ones, without interrupting the QoS of
users. The proposed IDS block an attack at the nearest point
to the source, thus minimizing any negative effects. A blacklist
of IPs is used to block any malicious actions. The authors used
the Ryu SDN controller and snort IDS to validate the proposed

system. Results indicate the proposed system is feasible and
can successfully mitigate DDoS attacks in a timely manner.
Authors in [29] attempt to translate MUD policies into
data plane rules and combine it with SDN technology and
also identify current limitations of the derived rules. The
suggested system includes an inspection engine that analyses
mirrored traffic of IoT devices through an internal signaturebased IDS and is responsible for fetching MUD profiles of IoT
devices connected to the network and translating them into
networking policies. These policies are enforced to the switch
through the SDN controller. Evaluation results show that flow
rules produce from MUD profiles are able to capture many
botnet attempts but they are not able to detect other types of
attacks. This could be complemented by properly configuring
the internal IDS in the inspection engine though.
T. Xing et al. [30] present a detection and prevention system
called SDNIPS designed specifically for cloud environments
is a based on snort IDS and OVS virtual switch tools. More
specifically, SDNIPS consists of four modules, the cloud
cluster hosting all computing resources the OVS responsible
for the traffic forwarding and routing, the snort ids and
the SDN controller. Comparison tests against a traditional
networking approach that uses iptables shows that the SDNbased approach can handle more traffic since it operated in a
privileged domain bypassing the user space overhead.
T. Lukaseder et al. in [31] suggest a three-phase SDNbased framework to mitigate slowloris attack. The proposed
framework constantly monitors the state of the servers (detection phase). When a server is not reachable the SDN
controller instructs the data plane to mirror traffic to IDS
instances for further analysis (identification phase). If an attack
is recognised the SDN controller pushes instructions to the
data plane and block any further communication between the
attacker and that server machine. The authors investigate two
attacker models, one in which the attacker has a large number
of devices under their control and one in which the attacker
performs more sophisticated attacks. Two data sets were used
to measure the effectiveness of the proposed frameworks.
Despite the fact that HTTP attacks were conducted only, the
authors state that the proposed framework is feasible.
III. P ROPOSED A RCHITECTURAL M ODEL AND
I MPLEMENTATION D ETAILS
The proposed collaborative framework assumes the presence
of a SIEM that can detect, normalise and correlate various
security events. A security event is considered as any normalised security-related information identified by the sensors
of the SIEM. The SIEM sensors refer to any security-related
tool such as an IDPS and firewall that send information to the
SIEM. In other words, the SIEM acts as an umbrella of various
security tools that send their logs to the SIEM. Next, the SIEM
receives the various security logs and undertakes to normalise
them in a common format. The normalised secure logs are
named security events. Each security event is characterised by
a risk value defined by Equation 1. In particular, Asset Value
(ranging between 0-5) is defined by the security administrator

or the security operator and denotes how significant an asset
is. Next, Event priority (ranging between 0-5) expresses how
severe the impact of the corresponding event is. Finally, event
reliability (ranging between 0-10) represents the probability of
occurrence related to this event.
Risk = (Asset V alue × Event P riority×
Event Reliability)/25

(1)

Next, the SIEM correlates the various security events with
each other, producing security alerts. Consequently, a security
alert refers to a set of security events related logically to
each other. A security alert is also characterised by a risk
value defined by the average of the corresponding security
events’ risk values. Based on the aforementioned remarks,
the proposed collaborative framework receives the security
alerts of a SIEM system and based on their risk values,
it can calculate in a dynamic manner the risk values of
the involved assets (i.e., EPES entities) and certify whether
they can participate or not in the production network of an
EPES organisation. In particular, as illustrated in Fig. 1, the
proposed framework relies on three main modules (a) Risk
Assessment Module (RAM), (b) Cybersecurity Certification
Module (CCM) and (c) SDN-enabled HaaS. Each module is
further analysed below.

Fig. 1: Architecture of the proposed collaborative framework

A. RAM: Risk Assessment Module
RAM is responsible for the dynamic risk assessment. As
mentioned, it receives the various security alerts and recalculates the risk value of the related assets (i.e., EPES
entities/devices) and their relationships (connections with other
assets). To this end, first, RAM takes into account all the
new energy-related cyberthreats and vulnerabilities published
in various repositories, such as vulnerability databases and
cybersecurity incidents. A special emphasis is given to MITRE
ATT&CK, Common Vulnerability Exposures (CVEs), Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) and MISP repositories.

Next, seven phases follow: (a) asset identification, (b) threat
identification, (c) vulnerability analysis, (d) likelihood calculation, (e) countermeasure analysis, (f) impact analysis and (g)
risk calculation. Regarding the threat identification, a Common
Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification (CAPEC)-based
threat taxonomy is used, including also APT campaigns from
MITRE ATT&CK. The threat identification and vulnerability
analysis consider the aforementioned sources, and also special
emphasis is given to deep and dark web sources. Next, both
Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) and CVSSS
are combined with respect to (d) likelihood calculation, (e)
countermeasure analysis, (f) impact analysis and (g) risk
calculation.
B. CCM: Cybersecurity Certification Module
Cybersecurity Certification Module (CCM) is responsible
to certify whether an EPES asset is eligible to reside in
the production network. CCM makes use of the updated
risk estimation values of the RAM module for each asset
and combines these values with MUD Manager outputs.This
module is in charge of continuous evaluation and revisioning
of power grid devices security, this will be addressed by MUD
and Threat MUD. Finally, CCM concludes if traffic destined
to a highly risky device should be redirected to Honeynet-asa-Service (HaaS) honeynets. This module will be composed
of the following subcomponents:
• MUD Manager: MUD Manager is composed by two
subcomponents and is allocated in the local architecture.
– MUD Manager: MUD Manager receives the MUD
URL from the device where the MUD file is allocated, then the MUD Manager retrieves the MUD
file from MUD Server. This file will be translated by
the policies translator into MUD policies, then these
policies will be enforced to the infrastructure through
the management components (e.g. SDN controller,
orchestrating tools etc.).
– Threat MUD Manager: Eventually Threat MUD
Manager will receive new vulnerability records by
other Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) Sharing modules, this makes Threat MUD Manager retrieve the
associated Threat MUD file from the manufacturer
Threat MUD Server, this file will be translated into
policies and enforced to the orchestrator.
• Local Threat Signaling Server: This component is
composed also by two subcomponents and is allocated
in the local architecture.
– DNS: All power grid components will resolve their
domains against this DNS server, this DNS server
will respond as a normal DNS but will respond null
if the domain requested is a possible compromised
domain.
– Threat Agent: When there is a null DNS response,
this component will call the CTI Sharing module to
try to find out what kind of vulnerability or threat
has compromised the domain.

•

•

•

Threat MUD Server: This component will be in charge
to allocate all the Threat MUD files, this component is
allocated on the manufacturer’s side and will be replicated in every device manufacturer. This component will
respond to every request from the Threat MUD Manager
and also will receive new updates from the Update Server.
MUD Server: This server will be allocated on the
manufacturer’s side and will be also replicated in every
device manufacturer that the power grid contains. This
component will respond to the MUD Manager with the
MUD file requested. This component will also receive
updated MUD files from the Update Server.
Policies Translator: This component will be in charge
to takes the MUD or Threat MUD files and translating
them into policies. This component will be allocated in
the local architecture

C. SDN-enabled Honeynet-as-a-Service
The SDN-enabled HaaS is an *-as-a-Service model approach to honeypot deployment and management lifecycle that
resides in the cloud. EPES sites often lack adequate computing
resources to accommodate fully-fledged deployments. To this
end a collaborative EPES-to-Cloud approach will be levered.
Cloud-based honeynets are deployed and configured properly
to accommodate the needs of the EPES site in which the
CCM has identified high risk assets. Taking full advantage of
the SDN technology the HaaS can properly instruct the SDN
networking layer (i.e. the SDN Controller) to redirect traffic
from the EPES site to cloud-based honeynets achieving and
EPES-to-Cloud continuum. Moreover, if deemed necessary,
malicious host isolation actions can be taken to minimize potential threats. The HaaS consists of the following components:
• Honeypot Manager: This component is responsible for
managing honeynet deployment. Appropriate choice of
honeypots and proper configuration of them constitute its
main tasks.
• HaaS Gateway: This component is deployed in the EPES
site and is responsible to properly instruct the SDN
controller to redirect traffic to honeypot when the attacker
is identified.
• Low, Medium, High Level Interactions Honeypots:
Multiple honeypots(low, medium and high interaction)
will be available as ready-to deploy base images. After
proper configuration by the Honeypot Manager, these
honeypot instances will be able to emulate real devices
and interact with attackers through industrial protocols
like Modbus, IEC 61850 or IEC-104.
Finally, despite not being component of the HaaS, the SDN
controller is responsible for translating high-level policies
and commands issued by other management components (i.e.
Honeypot Manager and MUD Policies Translator) to low level
data plane commands.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
Despite the fact that the smart technologies offer valuable
services and benefits with respect to the digitisation of the

conventional electrical grid, critical cybersecurity and privacy
risks remain. Based on the various cybersecurity incidents in
the energy sector, it is obvious that a dynamic risk assessment
and certification mechanisms are necessary. Consequently, in
this paper, we present a collaborative risk assessment and
cybersecurity certification approach that can update the risk
value of each asset and its relationships in a dynamic manner.
Moreover, the proposed solution can certify whether each asset
can remain in the production network of the EPES organisation
or not. To this end, three modules, namely RAM, CCM and
SDN-enabled HaaS, are described.
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